MEDICAL ASSISTANT PROGRAM

Next class: February 27 – May 24, 2018
Tuesday/Thursday 6 PM - 10 PM

TO REGISTER CONTACT:
Maggie Myers at (804) 381-5781 or mmyers@protrainedu.org

COST $3279
Includes Books and Test

Medical Assistants
* Accurately take and record vital signs
* Prepare patients for examinations
* Assist with patient examinations and treatments
* Collect and label laboratory specimens for processing and/or transport
* Perform basic physician’s office laboratory procedures
* Accurately document patient medical information
* Accurately and safely perform diagnostic tests
* Prepare and administer medications and injections
* Prepare examination and treatment area

Great Job Opportunities for Medical Assistants
* Medical Assistant
* Back Office Assistant Manager
* Hospital Donor Unit Assistant
* Back Office Laboratory Assistant
* Clinical Laboratory Aide
* Front Office Assistant Manager
* Blood/Plasma Laboratory Assistant
* Medical Assistant Office Manager
* Blood Bank Donor Unit Assistant